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Introduction 

Overview t 
It is quite natural to suplwse that tlre knowledge used by experts in science is 
abstract and that the knowledge used by novices is concrete. This clrapter discusses 
evidence from thinking-aloud case studies that indicates that part of the knowledge 
used by expert problem solvers consists of concrete physical intuitions rather than 
abstract verbal principles or equations. This evidence also indicates that h e  role of 
these intuitions is not restricted to a "star(-up" role in a brief period at the 
beginning of the problem solution-in particular they can play the important role of 
anchoring assuniptions that underpin explanations constituting the subject's central 
understanding of a system. The case study examples focus on a nunher of observ- 
able bel!aviors in transcripts, including imagery reports, depictive hand motions, 
and references to using intuition. In many cases, these co-occur with predictions or 
conclusio~~s about h e  problcnr situation. 

flypotliesized cognitive structures and processes that can account for these 
behavior patterns will be proposed. A current limitation of most theories concerning 
the use of imagery in thinking is tlre focus on imagcs of o1)jects rather than of 
actions. 1 will I~ypotltesize the use of dynaniic i~nagery in conjunction with percep- 
tual arotor schetnas i s  order to account for cases where the subject appears lo be 
"running an imagistic simulation" of an event on h e  basis of a physical intuition. 
In dris model, new knowledge can be derived from an imagistic simulation that does 
not depend on inferences from chains of wordlike symbols. Evidence will also be 
presented indicating that imagistic simulation can be used to make knowledge that is 
iruplicit in a physical intuition wore explicit. l lws tlie clrapler attempts lo outline an 
initial framework that describes basic relationships belween physical intuitions, 
imagery, imagined actions, implicit knowledge, and nrenlal simulation. l11e intu- 
itiolis discussed Irere are very basic, involving only one or two causal relationships. 
Whc~ras a gtnd den1 of prior thcorctical work in artificial inlclligcnce has been done 
OII cotuplex forl~~s of sir~~ulatiol~ it~volviug inferences o11 chains of causes with lilany 
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ions. fi~dings, a d  conclusiuns or rccon~nunchtions caprased in d~is publication arc thusc of t11c auttmr 
IIIJ do IIUI ~~ccssarily ~ f l e c t  tile viewr of IIIC Natitn~d Scicncc Fo'cttrndatiun. 

sinhations may provide a foundation fo; helping us understand more complex 
processes such as scientific explanation and thought experiments. 

Concrete Versus Abstract Knowledge in Experts 
Expert knowledge is commonly described as predominantly abstract. R)r examplc, 
Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser (1981) state that experts in physics use 

abstract physics principles to approach a d  solve a problem representation. (p. 121) 
TI* early stage of problem solving (the qualitative analysis) involves the activation 

and confirmation of an appropriate principle-oriented knowledge structure . . . (Lal) 
provides thc general Con11 that specific equations to be used for solution will take. (p. 
149) 

liere tlie authors are referring to principles such as energy conservation, which, 
although they can be expressed at a qualitative level, are highly abstract in the sense 
of being very general and nonconcrete, in addition to being strongly associated with 
madrematical expressions. Novices, on the other hand, "base their representation . 
and approaches on the problem's literal features" (p. 121) and are "lacking 
abstracted solution methods" (p. 151). They also observe that experts classify 
homework problems on the basis of abstract principles, in contrast to novices, who 
tend lo classify problems on the basis of concrete physical leitures. 

This focus on abstract principles appears to conflict with some retrospective 
reports of scientists, such as the following one collected from Einstein by Hada- 
mard: 

Ihe words or the language . . . do not seem to play my role in my mechanism of 
thought. l'lw: . . . clcn~cnts in thought arc certain signs and more or less clear i~l~rges 
which can be "voluntarily" reproduced and combined. . . . The desire to arrive 
finally at logically connected concepts is the emotional basis of lhis rather vague play 
. . . but . . . this combinatory play seems to be the essential feature in productive 
thought-before there is any connection with logical const~ction in words. . . . The 
above mentioned elements an, in my case, of visual and some of muscular type. 
(Iladan~ard, 1945, pp. 142-143) 

Here Einstein appears to emphasize the role of concrete imagery in thought experi- 
ments rather than abstract logical principles in his most productive thinking. 
Altkougl~ Einstein is undoubtedly making an honest and insightful statement here, 
one strengll~ of the Clii study is that it is based on real-time observations of problem 
solving, including thinking-alwd data, rather than a retrospective self-analysis. 
This nrotivates the present study of expert thinking-aloud data that documents tlre 
use of concrete physical intuitions. Findings from this study argue that a predomi- 
nant focus on abstract principles in expert thinking is not always appropriate and 
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that concrete physical intuition schemas can play an important mle as well. In the 
conclusion I discuss whether these two contrasting views are in any way reconcil- 
able. Alhough concrete intuitive knowledge structures may be considered by some 
to be unsophisticated, I suggest that they can play a significant role in expert 
thought and provide the foundation'for important kinds of explanation. diSessa 
(1983, 1985) has referred to such conceptions as phenotnenological pritnitives. For 
example, one may believe that, in general, one must exert more. force or effort to 
throw an object at a high speed than at a low speed. In this chapter I refer to such 
conceptions as "elemental physical intuitions." Studies in this area are also moti- 
vated by recent sludies in the history of science on the important cognitive roles 
played by (a) actions involved in experimental practice (Gooding, 1990, Tweney, 
1986) and (b) imagery (Miller, 1987; Nersessian, 1984; Nersessian & Greeno, 
1990; Qin & Simon, 1990). 

Outlirie of the Chapter 
After describing data collection methods, I first present some examples of the use of 
physical intuition by expert problem solvers and identify some observable behaviors 
,in transcripts, including reports of using intuition, depictive hand motions, and 
spontaneous reports of using imagery. Additional examples are then analyzed as I 
discuss specific topics under the following section headings: working definition for 
an elemental physical intuition; imagery reports and imagistic simulation; physical 
intuition schemas; implicit knowledge and physical intuitions; knowledge as action; 
and can physical intuitions and simulations play an important role in expert thought? 

Data Collection Method 

Ten subjects were asked to solve the "Spring Problem" shown in Figure 9.1. 
Subjects were told that the purpose of the interviews was to study problem-solving 
methods and were asked to think aloud as much as possible during the solution 
attempt. All were advanced doctoral students or professors in technical fields. By 
"expert problem solver" in this context, I mean a person who is an experienced 
problem solver in a technical fitld. Most subjects were not experts on the specific 
content domain of the (heory of static forces in springs. Subjects were given 
instructions to solve the problem "in any way that you can" and were asked to give 
a rough estimate of confidence in their answer. Probes by the interviewer were kept 
lo a minimum and usually consisted of a reminder to keep talking. Occasionally the 
interviewer would ask for clarifwation of an ambiguous report. All sessions dis- 
cussed in this chapter were videotaped except subject S5, who was audidaped. The 
correct answer to the spring problem is that the wide spring will stretch farther. 

The subjects' solutions were up to 90 minu~es long and contained a number of 
different types of nonformal reasoning. The main purpose of my account here is to 
document a set of examples of the use of physical intuition and to develop some 
initial hypothesized constructs for describing and classifying the underlying pro- 
cesses. I attempt to provide an in-depth view of the phenomena by concentrating on 
examples from the protocols of Cour subjects. 

SPRING PROBLEM 

A HElGlll IS HUNG ON A SPRING, T I E  O R I G I N A L  SPRING IS 
REPLACED WlTli A SPRING: 

--MADE OF TliE SAME K I N D  OF WIRE, 
--WITH THE SAME NUMBER OF COILS, 
--BUT WITH COJLS THAT ARE TWICE AS WIDE I N  DIAMETER. 

WILL TIE SPRING STRETCH FROM f TS NATURAL LENGTH, MORE, LESS , OR 
THE SAME AMOUNT UNDER THE SAME WEIGHT? (ASSUME THE MASS OF THE 
SPRING IS NEGLIGIBLE COMPARED TO THE MASS OF Tlf WEIGHT, 1 

WHY DO YOU T H I N K  SO? 

1 STRETCH 

Figure 9.1. Spring Problem 

It is important to distinguish between descriptions of the external observable 
behavior of the subject (such as a spontaneous reference to using intuition or 
imagery) and hypotheses about internal cognitive structures and processes. There- 
fore I begin with a discussion of some observable behaviors that suggest the use of 
physical intuition. 

Initial Examples of Intuition 

I first consider two of the simplest examples of a solution approach that appears to 
rely on the direct application of a physical intuition. The first is  froni lhc solution of 
an expert in mallieniatics and computer science referred lo here as S2. The actual 
protocols for difficult prnblenis are quite long; therefore. I present verbatim seg- 
ments of protocols here. Numbers indicate the psition of an excerpt in the protocol. 

05 S2: I'm going to try to visualize it to imagine what wmld harperr-uh. my g~ess 
would be that it (the larger spring) would stretch more-my guess is. . . a k i d  
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of a kinesthetic sense that somehow a bigger spring is Iwser. Utn111, that's high 
unccrlainty . 

Here the subject refers to visualizing the spring; this is an example o f  what I call a 
spontaneous ima(pery report. l i e  also refers to a "kinesthetic sense," indicadng that 
he is thinking about muscle movements, or the sensation o f  muscular effort. 
Altltough the subject makes a definite prediction here, his certainly i n  this predic- 
tiotr is low. 

Occasionally subjects provide evidence that an intuition is based on a specific set 
o f  experiences with physical phenomena. The following example c o n m  from t l u  
solution o f  a research physicist, S1. 

027 S l :  You don't have to know any formulas to see that it's;-Why would I bet that 
it's more? lthe stretch of the wider spring] Nd because I've analyzed the 
physics. Because when I sit then and see that spring, and now 1 take the same 
wire and make a big spring like that and put my weight on it, God almighty! 
Of course it goes way down. You know. How could it do ocherwise? 

028 SI: So Ihat'r just a matter of almost uh-I've wound springs you know in the 
shop, and hat's a seat-of-the-pants feeling I would Wst beyond any of it. So 
if you asked how much will I bet uhh, on the answer that it stretches more 
than the same length, I would bet a thousand to one. 

Here the subject indicates that he is very confident i n  his intuition. To  counter the 
idea that physical intuitions are used only by those who lack more formal reasoning 
capabilities, i t  should be nded that this subject is a Nobel laureate i n  physics. 

Intuition Reports 
S l  refers to a "seat-of-the-pants feeling" as the source o f  his prediction. B d h  this 
and subject S2's excetpl contain an example of what I refer to as a physical inrrririon 
report, where the subjects report using an "intuition" or use terms that indicate 
they are proceeding primarily on the basis o f  a nonformal "feeling" or "sense" o f  
what w i l l  happen to a physical syslern. 

S I  later goes on to the more advanced problem o f  making a quantitative 
prediction for the amount of change in the stretch o f  the spring. However, for the 
original qualitative problem of concern i~ this chapter, he indicates that (a) he relies 
on a physical intuition to think about qualitative features o f  the problem; and (b) he 
trusts those intuitions i n  this case as much or more than his formal knowledge o f  
physics for this prubletn. Tlu subject's statet~xtlt that he has wound springs i n  the 
lab provides evidence that the intuition is at least partly an abstraction frotn 
experience in manipulating physical objects. (Other subjects had had much less 
experience with springs, and for them the qualitative question of whether the wide 
spring stretches more was more challenging.) 

Use of the term "physical Intuition." I n  natural language the word "intuition" 
unfortunately has multiple meanings. Schon (1981) sorted through a nunher o f  

tkcsc nrcanirr~s nnd p)intccl l o  SOIIIC comttion n~ th ip i t i c s ,  solvc of which s l c~n  
frotn using the k r m  to refer to both elemental knowledgc structures and cott~plcx 
nonfor~aal reasoning processes. Attempts to nnnlyzc n consitlcr~~blc t~u~n l rc r  o f  
experl prcflocols involving qualitntive knowledge and reasoning have led nte to t l ~ e  
ps i t i on  that i t  is useful l o  separate these two meanings o f  thc tcnlt. I wi l l  Illcrcforc 
avoid the Irttcr usc I~cre, so thnt I wi l l  not use Ihc ternt "physicnl i ~ ~ t t ~ i t i o ~ t "  for 
reasoning processes such as induction, analogical reasoning, or heuristic stralcgieq 
for prohletn solving. Instead, I focus on elemental knowledge structures seen na 
basic units o f  knowledge. I call dxse "elemental physical intuitions." TIE two 
examples given so far appear to involve elenlentnl physical intuitions. Fischbcin 
(1987) surveys uses o f  intuition i n  mathematics. (Throughout the r e m a i n k  of this 
chapter, when I use the term "intuition" I mean an elemental physical intuition.) 

Theoretical Overview 
With these initial examples i n  nrind, here I give a preview o f  the theoretical 
concepts and general framework to be p r o p o d .  I hypothesize that the subjects 
possess knowledge structures called elemenrol physical irttttitions that are concrete 
and self-evaluated, have modest generality, and stand without further explanation o r  
justification. A physical intuition is thought o f  here as an expectation with the 
previously nientioned properties that is embodied i n  a schema. The word schema 
has been used for knowledge structures o f  many different sizes, and here I have i n  
mind smaller structures Bat  might, for example. embody one or two causal relation- 
ships. 

Reports o f  using intuition are often accompanied by  hatd motions or reports o f  
using imagery. The imagery reported is not just visual imagery but sometimes also 
kinesthetic and can involve imagined actions. In particular, many o f  the examples to 
be discussed i n  this chapter appear l o  involve perceptual nlotor or action schenras 
where subjects imagine acting on objects with their hands i n  order to simulate the 
effects o f  forces on a system. Presumably these intuitions have developed fro111 
prior experiences i n  acting on physical objects i n  the world. 

A n  important observation is that imagery reports c m  co-occur with subjects' 
predictions about a system. I account for this observation by  hypothesizing that 
subjtcts are ~ n n i n g  through an elemental irnn~i.rric sirntrl~rric~n where a scllcma 
assintilates a rnenfal image o f  a particular situation and operates i n  "dry run" t~~oc l c  
to produce expectations about its behavior. I also p m p e  that subjects can focus on 
features i n  such a sitnulation that were previously not consciously attedcd to, o r  
not described, thereby converting implicit knowledge into explicit knowledgc. 

Elemental Intuitions as  Knowledge Structures 
I n  both transcript excerpts previously presented, the subject's expectations d o  not 
appear to follow from more elementary propositions; they tl~emselves appear to be 
ideas for wllich tlte subject has no immediate justification or explanation. This 
suggests that the ideas are primitive or elemental, rather than built on other more 
elemental ideas. A third example occurs i n  tlte following excerpt from S3, who is an 
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advanced Ph.D. candidate in  computer science and has worked as nn electrical 
engineer. Immediately after reading the problem, S3 proceeds as follows: 

Well right off the bat I have no idea. Untm, and nty first tliot~ght i s  that the 
length . . . of the coil'spring being greater (traces circlcs in nir with f inpr 
spiralling downward) and the strength of the metal being the same means that 
there's going to be kind of more leverage for bending (in the wider springj. 
And that therefore it's going to hang further down. And that's pretty much 
strictly an intuition based on my familiarity with metal and with working with 
metal. . . . Let me just think through that . . . 
(Draws long and short horizontal rods) . . . And my intuition about that i s  that 
i f  you took the same wire that was fastened on the left here [short horizontal 
rod] and doubled the kngth and hung some weight on it, that the same 
material uh, with some weight on it, would bend considerably farther . . . 
It would seem that that means that urn, that back in the original problem, the 
spring in picture 2 [the wi&r spring] i s  going to hang farther; it's going to be 
stretched more. 

. . . and I have a confidence of about 75% . . . 

. . . I have a great deal of confidence that Da ILe displacement of the long 
dl is greater than Db [the displacement of the slwrt rod) in any case. I would 
say 100% confidence. 

S3 generates the analogous case of bending long and short horizontal rods and 
decides that the longer one wil l  bend more. The intuition reports in lines 009 and 
010 suggest that he was using an elemental physical intuition to reach this conclu- 
sion. He then makes an inference by analogy thal the wider spring wil l  stretch more. 
As shown by the solid square in  Figure 9.2, S3 has 100% confidence in this 
intuition that the long rod wil l  bend more, but only 75% confidence in  the validity 
of  the analogy relation between the spring and rod cases. Thus, applying the 
elemental intuition to the d s  a d  subsequently making inferences about h e  spring 
by analogy can be viewed as two separate processes. 

Although i t  is very interesting that a conclusion from intuition can be transferred 
by analogy lo  andher case, I want to focus in  this chapter on the nature o f  elemental 
intuitions as knowledge structures, rather than on the separate issue of analogical 

F l y re  9.2. Conndcnn Ltvels for Elements of S3'r 0cndlng Rod 
A n a f n ~  

rensoning. 'l'lie nature o f  spocitnncous nnnlogicnl rcnsoning n11d olhcr no~~rot t rn l  
rernming stralcgics is a lntge Issue in Its own rig111 (Clcti~cttl 1982, 1986, IYRfla, 
1988b). Ilius, for S3, I wish to focus on the right hand squnrc only in F i ~ u r c  9.2, - - 
that is, on the clr~estion o f  Itow an elemcnlnl inltrition cnn he ttsed directly on n givcn 
cnsc, SIICII ns IIIC t)c~ttIing t(d, to o11tn111 n O~C~/C~/OI I .  In 1111s CIISC 111s I n ~ i ~ l t l a ~ ~ t  n1w11t 
the bending rod serves as an assu~nption on whiclt his expinnntion is grouttdecl-n 
basic assuniption that is not further justified, but that is used as the basis for later 
inferences. 

Observable Properties Assodated with Fliyslcal Irituitlons 
On the basis of transcripts like those presented, one can point to a basic cluslcr o f  
phenomena that suggests the existence of elemental physical intuitions as a type o f  
natural cognitive structure. But how should one define the tertii "physical intu- 
itions"? Are they nonabstract? Unconscious? Indescribable? Can they be taught, or 
should they he self-constructed? I will propose a definition after listing some 
observable properties from the transcripts. 

lntrririon reports. I n  thinking about a physical system, subjects sometitnes 
spontaneously report making a prediction based on an intuition. llowever, we 
cannot attach too much importance to a subject's use of the term, since, for 
one thing, its nieaning in  natural language is so broad and vngue. l ' l~us,  this 
observation sliould probably be used only in conjunction wi& others. 

Unexplairted, urrjusrijied. Subjects speak of a physical intuition as a starling 
point witlrout a need to have it be further justified or explained. 

Modest gerterality. The situation referred lo  by subjects is onen more general 
than the memory of a specific incident. The terms lhey use refer to a broader 
class of phenotnena. As diSessa (1983) points out, however, the degree of 
generality is not nearly so large as thal of the concepts used in Newtonian 
mechanics. 

Sey-evakmted. Subjects indicate that they are evaluating their confidence in  
an intuition based on criteria that are internal; lhey do not refer to an external 
authority as the source o f  support for the intultion. 

Oriented to concrete objects. Subjects usually speak o f  an intuition as refer- 
ring directly to objects and physical phenomena, not to abstract equations. 

One of the intended purposes of the body o f  case study data being presented here is 
to denlonstrale the presence o f  these observable properties and to provide something 
like an initial "existence p rw f "  for them. 

Working Definitlcm for an Elemental Physical lntultlon 

I h e  foregoing observations fonn a foundation for the definition given below- 
basically a hyptliesis proposing the existence of a particular type of internal 
knowledge structure. Of course, any definition is partly a matter of  choice; the goal 
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personal acfioa I a c l ~ :  (35) "11c coi l  wants to pull"; (4 1) "So 1.111 j)111li11g down 
on the weight or the weight's pulling itself down, and tllat's causirlg these coils to 
elongate.'' Taken together, the observations for this protocol f i t  almost al l  o f  the 
patterns shown below the horizontal.lines in Figure 9.4 and support the hypothesis 
that the subject is running through imagistic sinlulations where one or wore general 
sclleuras operate OII the image o f  a particular system and produce expectations a h u t  
its behavior i n  a subsequent dyna~ll ic image. 

I n  addition, i n  speaking about having "a hard time imagining" (line 22) and 
"having a Ilard time envisioning what's gong on [in1 3-din~ensional space" (line 
40), hc indicates that IIIC s i ~ ~ ~ u l ~ t i o n  process is not easy here. This i r~~p l ies  tLnt i t  
requires e rs ta l  concentratiot~ a t ~ d  effort, and Illis is also i ~ r p l i e d  by tllc extctvlcd 
pctiorl o f  several attctt~pls l o  perfor111 an accurate simulation. 'Ibe source o f  tro~lble 
here lnay be the difficulty o f  applying a schema for twisting to such a strange object, 
or difficulty in forming and manipulating a detailed spatial representation of a 
lrclical spring, or h l r .  The fact that he says "I want to i~nagine" the situation, the 
fact that i t  is difficult for him, and the fact that he rllakes and extended effort to do i t  
anyway, is evidence that (a) he intends and tries to set up  the imagistic sin~ulation as 

'an extended process very different from "remembering a fact" and (b) this process 
o f  i n l a g i h g  is in~portant l o  l l im as a technique. 

S2's Zig zag spring protocol. I n  another example S2 says (referring to the two- 
dimensional zig-zag spring analogy in Figure 9.7): 

23 S2: and w l ~ n  we do [stretcbj his, what beds . . . is the bendable bars. . . . and 
that would behave like a spring. I can imagine that it would; I can kines- 
 het tic ally pull on i t  and it would stretch, and you Ict it go and i t  bounces up aad 
down (waves hand up and down, palm down, lingen extended). I t  cloes all tla 
things. 

i n  this example, additional evidence for simulation as a dynanric process occurs 
when the subject makes depictivc hand movements that match the actions he is 
talking about. 

'Ille two nlain participants i n  imagistic simulatio~ls, a specific image and a more 
general schema, are discussed in turn in more detail i n  the next two sections. 

Flgurc 9.7. SZ'r Zig-Zag Sprlng 
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Imagety: !3patlal Representations 
I t  is clear that i t  is no( adequate here to claim that sub&cts sirnply "look" ol a 
"trovie" in their i m d s  end "see" the result. This may describe one's introspeclive 
experience, but it is important l o  attemp to describe the nalure o f  ~ I C  cognitive 
processes that give rise to llte sense o f  "seeing" (and "acting in") a "nlovic." I n  
formirrg explanations here, based on tlle work o f  Shcpard (1984). Kosslyn (19RO), 
and otlvrs, i wi l l  use the idea o f  a lenlprary spatial representation (image) capable 
o f  representing i n  at least a skeletal manner (a) shapes o f  objects, (b) spatial 
relations among them, and (c) object movements over time. I assume that this 
spatial representation may use some o f  the brain's higher k v e l  perceptual prtxess- 
ing capacity and that various n~anipulation processes (orienting, transronning and 
conlbining images) are available to the subject (Kosslyn, 1980; Shrager, 1989). 

The concept o f  imagery as an internal representation gives o m  a starting point for 
understanding imagistic sinlulations. But i t  leaves unanswered the questions o f  how 
new knowledge can emerge front a new conlbination o f  nn action and an irnagc in an 
imagistic simulation. In order to progress further, the concept of physical intuition 
schemas is  developed i n  the next section. 

Physical intuition !%ernas 

Argument for the Presence o f  General Sthemas 
I n  this section 1 give a more detailed argument for the presence o f  schemas of 
modest generality as the source o f  intuitive knowledge used i n  imagistic simula- 
tions. t iow does S3 know that a short rod wi l l  bend less than a long one? H o w  does 
S2 know that i t  is more difficult to twist a shorter rod? Where does this knowledge , 

reside? Occasionally a subject may make 4 prediction based on an episodic memory 
o f  a specifk concrete experience at a particular time i n  his past, and this process 
could also involve dynamic imagery. I n  most o f  (hc cases examined here, however, 
the subjects make statements o f  a more general nature that do not refer to a specific 
episode i n  the past. I account for this b y  assuming that the intuitions involved are 
not based on a specific episodic memory, but exist as a somewhat more general 
fonn o f  knowledge-an expectation for what w i l l  happen over a range o f  circum- 
stances. 

To return to 52's intuition about the twisting rod, do& this knowledge reside 
only i n  the temporary spatial representation (image)? There is reason to assume that 
i t  cannot reside solely i n  the specific temporary image o f  the situation currently 
under consideration, since in this case thc howledge is presumably more generally 
applicable and permanent. Rather, i t  seems plausible that the temporary image o f  a 
particular rod o f  a certain length acts in conjunction with a permanent schema for 
Iwistieg objects that can assimilate objects o f  different sizes and shapes and that 
embodies the subject's physical intuitions about twisting. I n  this particular case the 
twisting schema assimilates (is instantiated by) the image o f  a rod about one foot 
long. I t  is not assumed that the subject has applied clle schema to this particular 
object before; in fact, the image o f  the object may be a newly constructed one. I t  is 



assumed hat the schema is general enough and flexible enough to allow its 
application to a certain range of new objects. This enables one lo explain cases such 
as the application of a bending schema to novel cases like the zig-zag spring. 

Intuitions Are Expectation Relations in a Schema 
Such a schema is hypothesized to produce the following cognitive effects in the 
subject. An object or situation that satisfies certain preconditions can be seen as 
fitting a certain interpretation, and this leads to certain expectations about its 
behavior, and in some schemas lo expectations about the results of an action 
controlled by the schema. An example of an expectation relation in a schema for 
twisting objects is the expectation that it takes more effort to twist a shorter object; 
in a schema for bending objects an example is the expectation that a longer object 
will bend more under the same force. In other words such schemata embody a 
structure of relationships between properties of an assimilated object, the expected 
behavior of the object, and in some cases the expected effects of an action that could 
be performed on the object by the subject. The model proposed here then is that 
physical intuitions are embodied in these relationships, and that one experiences a 
conscious physical intuition when one of these expectation relationships in the 
schema is an object of conscious attention. 

Perceptual Motw Schemas 
Presumably imagistic simulations can occur with schemas that are primarily percep- 
tual, as opposed to action oriented, in nature; for example, 1 can imagine the effects 
of a glass of water tipping over in a certain way on a certain part of my desk. 
However, In most of the examples in this chapter the subject refers to a personal 
action, such as the twisting rod example. Therefore I will frame hypotheses in the 
discussion that follows in terms of the involvement of a particular type of intuition 
schema that 1 will term a "perceptual motor schema." I assume that perceptual 
motor schemas for twisting and bending objects were built up from the subject's 
prior experiences in acting on many concrete objects. As shown in Figure 9.8, a 
perceptual motor schema is hypothesized to contain at least three major sub- 
processes: a subprocess for assimilating objects in the environment based on 
preconditions that must be satisfied for the schema to apply; a subprocess for 
initiating and tuning or adjusting the action so that it is appropriate for this particular 
object; and a third subprocess embodying the anticipated results of the actiowin 
this case, an image of how far the rod will turn.' 

Transcript obsetvalions were used earlier to suggest four characteristics that a 
cognitive structure embodying a physical intuition should have: it should be con- 
crete. be self-evaluated, have modest generality, and stand without further explana- 
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Figure 9.8. Percepturf Motw Schema lor Twtsfhg Objcctq (Shows 
expcrtalinn relations of r longer object requiring lcss eltort to twist [lor 
same resulting rolalinn) and more eltort leading to greater rotation [lor 
the same object IenglhJ.) 

I t  is not assumed here that the assimilated representation a the anticipation of results are necessarily 
discrete symbols. Such an antkipation codd take the form of r n a d i m ~  to assimilate certain perceplual 
events rather than being Impage-like in character. 

dly posses ail of these fc~tt tres,  and they are therefore promising candidates 
for the cognitive structures embodying these elemental physical intuilions.' 

I make no claims that this initial model of perceplual motor schemes is completely sufficient. llere I 
have merely attempted to give a preliminary outline of some of the elements that seem to be mtded to 
explain data nfthia kind. I l l is huilds IM the wnrk of Witz and Basley (Witz, 1975), who used pnccptual 
motor schemas to explain patterns in the play of young children. 
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First, i f  one assumes that some causal ideas stem from d~e attribution or pcrsonal 
actions to other objects, elements of the framework presented here may apply more 
generally to other kinds of causal intuition as well. In this tegnrd I note that even 
though S2's intuition was about the per~onal motor action of twisting a r d ,  he was 
confident in his assumption that the'intuition transfers to instances where another 
physical object does the twisting instead ot his hand. 

Second, the main ideas that have been presented may apply to more perceptually 
based schemas as well. 'the examples used here suggesting the involvement of more 
action-oriented schemas do have some advantages for an initial study of physical 
intuition and simulation. Through the connection to motor control Leory, they help 
make plausible the concept of a schema that is  at the same time a nonverbal 
structure able to drive concrete images of events but also a general structure in its 
range of application. Also, the presence of action-oriented schemas can be evi- 
denced through the additional observable behaviors of hand motions and reports of 
imagining personal actions. These observable indicators provide imponant evidence 
for the occurrence of a dynamic cognitive process over time in simulations. But 
although these indicators may make some properties of action-oriented schemas 

. &ier to document, I see no obvious reason why the basic elements of the model 
presented here should not apply to more perceptually based schemas as well. 

lmplicit Knowledge and Physical lntuitlons 

This section discusses the following issues. What is  theOrelalionship between 
physical intuition and implicit knowledge? Is an intuition ever implicit in the sense 
that the subject has not previously been conscious of the intuition? Are intuitions 
ever implicit in the somewhat weaker sense of being conscious but nonverbal and 
unar~iculated'l 
The data to be analyzed here suggest that certain intuitions can be itnplicit in 

either sense, and that dhen can be explicit. When an intuitive expectation is  
conscious during a real or imagined even1 and i s  described verbally or mathe- 
matically, !his is referred lo as an explicit intuition. On the other hand, it is plausible 
that other intuitions embodied in a perceptual mdor schema could be implicit in the 
sense that a parameter m i ld  be taken into account in controlling an action without 
being consciously differentiated perceptually or articulated verbally. For example, 
subjects may know how to release a sling whirled around their head so that it will hit 
a target in tmnt of them. But many subjects are quire mistaken about where the 
release point occumd; as reported in Piaget (1976). release occurs at the side of the 
subject, since the rock travels in a straight line tangent to the circle after release. I 
use the term "unconscious knowledge" tor this stronger sense of "implicit"--not 
being consciously aware of certain knowledge. As another example of unconscious 
knowledge, 1 am usually not aware ot the sequence of action components performed 
will1 my tongue and mouth when I am saying the word "with" even though I may 
be aware that 1 have said the word. 
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I t  may be pwsiblc for previously uttconscious knowlcclge to bccon~c a conscious 
intuition. One way (his can occur i s  by watclling or attending lo what OIIC does more 
cnretrdly, for cxnn~plc, twit ling n long sling nl n alow apcccl nnd wntching wllcrc ortc 
relcnscs the sling. I will ntgrle thnl nnotlwr way tI11.t n~ighl CKCW is  vin nn l~nngistlc 
simttlntion tlint would not involve direct observation. For cxn~nplc, 1 cnn intngine 
sayine the word "with" without actually snylng it, and Identity nt Icnst two scpnrntc 
compment motor nwvetnents involved. Jlere unconscious knowledge is used to 
produce explicit knowledge. 

In this section I exn~nine the possibility thnl S2'a thinking about the twistit~g rod 
is  n case where the subject's in~ngistic sin~ulellon serves to convctt itnplicit knnwl- 
edge residing in a physicd intuition schema Into nlorc explicit knowledge (lines 
137-141, p. 214). llere the subject in the end was able lo access relevant knowledge 
ot how objects behave when they are twisted. Jlowever, this did not appear to bc 
simply a case of in~rnediate recall; rather, he reports making nn effort to imagine 
what would happen as i f  he were actually performing the actions of twisting. I t  is  as 
i f  he wanted to "run through" the experience ol. twisting the rod in order to 
"experience" the resull. 

Mounoud and Bower (1974) describe evidence from arm movements for the 
implicit, unatticulated anticipatory knowledge in infants I8 months old or less that 
prepares muscles to exert a larger force ia picking up a large objccl. Presumably 
such estimates of force level are not encoded as discrete, language-like symbols, but 
are en~bedded in control (tuning) processes of a perceptual mdor action schen~a that 
are parallel and distributed in nature. 

Similarly, as S2 reports his expectation about twisting the rod, kc may be 
consciously attending to and nrticulating it for the first time, even though he may 
have used the knowledge previously to control actions. This would account tor the 
subject's experience of a hard-to-describe "intuition" or "kinesthetic sense" as the 
source ot knowledge in this case. This account suggests that unconscious, unatticu- 
lated knowledge can be experienced, isolated in attention, and subsequently dc- 
scribed as the subject simulates an event. 

Distinguishing Different Levels of Implicit Knowledge. 
Rather than a strict dichotomy between itnplicit and explicit knowledge, it i s  useful 
to pmpose three levels on a dimension running from more implicit to more explicit 
knowledge, as follows. These levels describe types of knowledge one might use in 
completing a task or comprehending a scene, for example. 

I. U~~cortsciorrs Krio~vledge: I am ttnawnre or an elen~cnt ut knowlcclge 1 use, 
even r s  1 use it, such as the sequence of individual limb placements during 
crawling. (I may be aware ot a larger unit of knowledge than the knowledge element 
in question, such as the whole act ot crawling and the idea that 1 am crawling. But 
this awareness is  holistic, and there is  not a dilTcrentiated awareness ot the comp- 
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ncltt k~~owlctlgc clc~~ic~rts [liwb nloveiitel~t sccpencc~ in qucstion Il'ingct. 19761.) 
Si~uilarly, I am usually not aware o f  the sequence of actions perfornred with niy 
tongue and mouth as 1 say the word "with" even though I nlay bc aware that I have 
said the word. The knowledge elemqmts are representationally undifferentiated-not 
separated out from h e  whole experience, 

In  particular here 1 have in  s i i~ id  the perceptual motor knowledge involved in 
carrying out an action that is performed more or less auto~natically by subschemas 
and that is not ordinarily under conscious control. This knowledge comprises the 
"lower" part of  a schema whose dher part is i n  conscious attention. (I am not 
referring here to dher schemas weakly activated at a subli~ninal level by "horizon- 
tal a s s ~ ~ i u l i ~ n "  to e sc l~ma  in  conscious atteotion.) 

I f  one takes Neisser's view o f  a schema as cwrdinating processing al many 
levels from sensory up to cognitive and back down to muscle conlrol, one can 
associate the "upper" or cognitive levels of a schema with nwre explicit knowl- 
edge, and the lower levels with more implicit knowledge. These are represented as 
bcitig ahve  and k l o w  the liurizonlel lines in  Figure 9.9. I l icre un active pcrccplual 
motor schema is piclured as a triangle whose upper part embodies only very 
abbreviated, skeletal, depictive representations of the preconditions and expecta- 
tions (initial and final states) of  an event. The lower part embodies the substructures 
supporting the extensive distributed and parallel processing i n  the perceptual and 
motor systems needed to actually perform the action. When the schema is simply 
one o f  a number o f  schemas being considered in a planning process, only the small 
upper part o f  the schema's processing need be in conscious attention for very brief 
nmments. With an intentional effort to focus on a particular feature in an imagistic 
simulation however, much more o f  the schema's processing can be brought into 
conscious attention, revealing knowledge thal was previously unconscious. 

2. Conscious but Nonverbal Knowledge: The entity in  question is differentiated 
from the context (e.g., imagistically), but no verbal or matl~ematical description in  

IN NORMAL IN IMAGISTIC 
PLANNING MODE SIMULATION 

CONSCIOUS 
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR 
PROCESSING 

UNCONSCIOUS 
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR - -. 
PROCESSING 

Flgure 9.9. Change in Ralk, of Conscious lo Unconscious Processing 
1)uring 1111oylstic Si~oulullun. 
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term of discrctc sy~~lbols lins Ixxn co~atructcd. 170r cxnwplc, n child 111i1y Iw: aldc to 
watch sonleone make a sequence of novel arm movenlents and in~ititte tlicin 
afterwards witl~out any need for verbal description. Or 1 may suddenly nolicc 
contrasling types o f  cloud formations i n  lhe sky wi tbut  describing them verbally. 
By "differentiated" I mean that the knowledge elcn~ent is separately represented 
(e.g., as an image) and recognized as distinct from its context so that it can be 
attended to and reflected upon. 

The example o f  h e  tongue and l ip movements involved in saying the word 
"with" is helpful for sorting out several possible sources of confusion. First, I an# 
focusing on the knowledge of an action element. such as the plncenent o f  the 
tongue against the teeth. I claim this is a knowledge element that I have nd been 
conscious o f  and that has n d  been verbally described by me. Thus one needs to 
avoid confusion between the ability to verbally articulate the word "with" (the 
whole action) with the ability l o  verbally describe the way the tongue moves (the 
elenlent o f  knowledge under consideration). Such confusions are all to easy to make 
in  discussing the topic of implicit knowledge. 

Second, with regard to the idea that knowledge is differentiated at level 2, one 
might object that for someone at level I with respect to lhe movements, these 
movements are still differentiated, since lbat person can make Lhe movements 
precisely and competently. This is a different use of lhe term "differentiated" 
however, since to be at level 2 requires a differentiated representation that allows 
the person to reflect on the movements, n d  simply to produce an accurate perfor- 
mance of the movements. 

Third, even i f  I em conscious o f  saying the word "with" as a whole, that does 
not mean I have a conscious representation at level 2 or 3 of  the cotnponent. 
movements involved. Thus i t  is important to avoid whole-part confusions with, 
respect to the knowledge element one is talking about. I n  the present approach one 
first picks either the whole or the part and makes a commitment to lhe level of 
knowledge elemen1 one is going to describe. That element should then fit into only 
one level. 

3. Consciorrs and Verbally Described: The k'nowledge element is conscious, 
differentiated from its context, and verbally or mathematically labeled or described 
in  tenns of discrete symbols. 

Symbolic descriptions at level 3 can occur at different levels of  precision. I may 
have developed a rough conceptual differentiation and verbal description at level 3 
but have not formulated a stable, compact, precise description or proposition 
amenable to use in deductive inferences. Even though the knowledge has been 
given an initial description, the description may be unstable in that i t  is not accessed 
reliably and accurately. The description may be redundanl rather than compact and 
may be vague or imprecise. 

I n  other cases the knowledge element may become more precise: The knowledge 
elenlent is fully conscious, stable, and compact; has been precisely described 
verbally; and involves precisely differentiated components. For some purposes this 
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might be treated as an even higher fourth level o f  explicitness a~t~cnable to use in  
rigorous problem solving and axiomatic proof. 

The terms "implicit" and "expli.cit" have often been used more simply as a 
dichotomy that distinguishes level 1 from level 3 only-unconscious from verbally 
explicable knowledge-ignorning llte possibility o f  conscious but undescribed 
knowledge at level 2. I wi l l  use the te rn  "implicit knowledge" to refer to 
knowledge o f  type 1 w type 2 above.' 

Examples of undesctfbed knowledge. I n  relating these concepts to examples, I 
wil l  describe the role o f  implicit knowledge not as the only possible way to explain 
the behavior, but as the hypothesis that appears to be the most plausible. For 
example, in the twisting rod episode, I have hypothesized that S2 runs through an 
imagistic simulation i n  order to  (a) activate the knowledge, (b) focus on and 
differentiate the variables i n  question, (c) simulate the event and experience an 
effect, and (d) describe the effect verbally. This is seen as a process for making 
implicit knowledge mote explicit. Evidence that i t  is at least implicit i n  the sense o f  

. 'type 2, undescribed knowledge, includes the fact that the subject refers to his 
"imagining" as the source o f  his prediction and the co-occurrence o f  hand motions. 
These support the interpretation that the source o f  knowledge here is nonverbal and 
is described i n  a subsequent step. 

I n  a second example I refer back to the first transcript segment in  this chapter 
where S2 has an intuition about n a m w  and wide springs at the very beginning o f  his 
solution: 

05 S2: I'm going to try to visualize it to imagine what would happen . . . my guess 
would be . . . a kind of a kinesthetic sense that somehow a bigger spring is 
looser. 

Here again, the subject's effort to attempt a visualization can be explained by the 
hypothesis thal he is accessing implicit knowledge that has not been described 
before. These two examples appear to discredit several competing hypotheses. I n  
the first part o f  this quotation, S2 indicates that he anticipates that an extended 
imagery process (running through a simulation) may be helpful i n  producing a 
finding. This argues against the idea that explicit knowledge was retrieved i n  a 
direct and otdinary manner-against retrieval o f  a specific fact. I wi l l  elaborate on 
this argument i n  the next major section on "Knowledge as Action," where I argue 
that because o f  their dynamic character, the imagistic simulations involving physi- 
cal intuitions discussed i n  this chapter are more likely to involve an analogue, 
depictive representation rather than a static, descriptive one. Then i n  the conclusion 
I argue that the use o f  imagistic simulation was an effortful and important process i n  
the thinking of these subjects. These arguments add further support for the hypothe- 

Kmniloll-Smith (1987) posits m even fimr breakdown with a larger nuniber of categories between 
implicit and explicit knowledge h order to explain data on linguistic development. 
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sis that soetc or the knowlcilge used trow l k s c  ~ c l i c ~ ~ m  i s  r~ttdcscri l~t l-for it It 
were explicitly described then why go to h e  trouble l o  form an intagc o f  tltc 
silualion nnd ntn throttelt n sittrttlntion o f  ill 

Also, there is no evidcnce i n  eillter exnmple for the cot~ipctittg L y p ~ t l w s i ~  ~ l ln t  111c 
situation is a coniplex conslruction Ilint would use thc sit~iolciliott ns n wny l o  infcr 
the result o f  coordinating several scl~etnn applicnliotts i n  cott~bitintion. (' lhis n i i ~ l t t  
be said o f  the zig-zag spring case discussed earlier where il is seen as the cwrd i -  
naled action o f  several bending rods put together.) Here the subject refers to only a 
single action. 

Evidence for unconscious knowledge. For these two exnn~ples there is also 
some weaker evidence that the knowledge used was previously unconscious. The 
subject i n  line 0.5 describes his findings as new information rather than something he 
has known before but never described. Yet this new infortnation does not appear to 
come from a chain o f  inferences. The subject describes i t  as coming from "visualiz- 
ing" or "itnagining it" and a "kinesthetic sense." I l l u s  n plausible Itypolhcsis here 
is that the subject is using perceptual motor knowledge that was previously uncon- 
scious. This is  also true l o  some exlent o f  the twisting rod episode, where the 
subject's wording implies that he is realizing for the first time that i t  w i l l  "twist 
more" rather than remembering i t  as a familiar image. 

Evidence for the use o f  motoric knowledge i n  the two examples suggests that the 
pertinent knowledge resides i n  a perceplual motor schema. I t  is reasonable to 
assume that such schemas can have tuning parameters thal are unconscious. This 
makes plausible llte idea that the knowledge needs l o  be made conscious. As 
described earlier, evidence for the involvement o f  motoric knowledge cxcurs in  
three forms: refcrences to acting on objects, references to kinesthetic or ntr~scular 
imagery. and depictive hand niotions during thinking. Thus, allhough the evidence 
is not conclusive, there is more than one line o f  support for the hyptltesis that 
unconscious knowledge is being accessed here l o  form an image that i s  subse- 
quently "inspected." This hypothesis is not intended to explain all of the transcript 
examples i n  this chapter, but the two examples discussed in  this section appear to fit 
this  description.'^" 

One may reasonably question whether this "inspectkm" is conducted by a homunculus containing 
the "mind's eye" and whether this consequently may be a circular argtimen! that has litt le exptanatory 
value. To counter this objection we can draw on the vkw of Shepard (1984) that the "mind's eye" is jusl 
the body's extended eye-just the many layen of ow single perceptual-cognitive system being driven in 
a topdnwn manner rather than a bottomup manner. Such actlviatlons may no( reach down to the retinal 
level but may st i l l  reel somewhat similar to the act of seeing. The nnmber 01 layen or stages o l  
processing involved during perreption i s  not known, but om might assume for the sake of atgumen( that 
there were, say. I S  layen in the visual-cognitive system from retina to goal stmIure. These would 
include layen that would rtpnsent objects and spatid relations between ohjccts in r scene during 
perception, say in layen six to eight. Then one can hypothesize that the suhjcctive experience of imayry 
occurs whenever there is significanl processing in laym r l x  to eight. In the absence 01 the real objects. 
Thln cnuld happen 11 they were activated in a tnpdnwn manner hy higher layers. Oy extension. 
kinesthetic intagery would involve tnpdown nctivatlon 01 Intermediate layen In the motor control 
system. but with sappression of the lowest layen that produce actual movements. 



Researchers such as Gelerntner (1959), Larkin and Simon (1987). and Li~ldscy 
(1988) have proposed the hypothesis that there is a special mode o f  nondcductive 
spatid iafcrcnces made possible by diagratnatic representations awl perhaps by 
static itungistic reprcsc~~tatio~~s in  getiefal. Such i~rfererres are derivcd fro111 it t~pl ici t  
knowledge of spatial relationships alid constraints that beconte explicit when a static 
image is "examined" and described, The perspective 1 am proposing i n  this section 
can be viewed as a relatcd idea but i n  the domain o f  dynamic actions. That is, there 
are implicit relationships and constraints that are built into action schemas that can 
k c w r  cxplicit wbr r  tlte sscbtt~a is applied to an image o f  n j)a~ticulur situalion 
with a particular questiqn i n  mind i n  an imagistic sitnulalion. 

' I lere is  also a connection here to the famous example of asking someone how 
many windows are i n  his living room (Chase, 1983). One possible interpretation is 
tlrut for su1,jccts who r c p r t  i t~~ag is ing  being i n  the room and coitntitig the witidows, 
k t ~ o w l e d p  tlrat was itnplicit i n  tllcir spatial rnenlory o f  the root11 becomes explicit i n  
the imaging, focusing, and counting process. Although this is not an example o f  
physical intuition, il provides an interesting comparison to the process previously 
discussed. 

Distinguishing 'Ymplicit" from "intuitive." The meaning used here for the term 
"implicit" can be contrasted with a less specific meanit~g. Some theorists have used 
the term to mean intuitive knowledge. For example, Westcott (1968) proposed a 
very broad definition o f  intuition as "reaching a conclusion on the basis o f  less 
explicit information than is ordinarily required to reach that conclusion." Indeed, 
intuidve knowledge may often begin its developmental course as implicit knowl- 
edge. 

However, I suggest a narrower use o f  the term "implicit." That these two 
concepts can be distinguished can be demonstrated by indicating examples o f  
explicit intuitions. i have a reasonably strong intuition o f  momentum in the case o f  
large coasting objects such as railroad cars. This knowledge has been made explicit 

"Inspection" then refen lo (he act of focusing oo a pyticukrr k.wm d the "expricnce" during the 
"running" of (he schema involving (he motor d visual systems. That is. inspection of a new image at 
level8 occw when a second rcherm rr kvelr S t 2  (such as counting/numbcr) assimilates and interprets 
the image (such u "windows in my livins -") during the ti& (he image i s  maintained. Thus a 
certain amount of paralkl processing is assiunqd. l 'his rccoua makes lhc silaplifying sssun@ion that 
aomcwhat similar pcocesscs account for buth imagery a d  actual pcrccpriw at each of these kvels. nKre 
i s  no infinite rcgreu of kolsunculi in t l i i  view because the buck uops with the schcn~as interpreting rnd 
responding to tl* inugc. just IS it wwld stop there durin~ the perception of a real event. 

8 I l l i s  hy(~MIwsis that in~a(listic sinwlatiurt can make unconscious knuwkdge explicit also seems to 
fll IIK caan~pla d ~CICIIIIIIIIII~ ntovcnunts invdvcd III rryiay "wi~h." Intrus~xclivcly, t l w c  u c n ~  lo be 
separate phases &(a) imaging saying the word and rccognlting (hc separvle nmverKnts i n v o l v 4  and (b) 
verbally describing each movement. Either actually saying the word "with" or in~agining saying il 
rcenu lo k necasw bcfm &scri@ion ofthe movements is possible. Presumably this kind of inugery 
is IIIC same as that which cuppurts a predictive imagistic simulation. I can predict, for exan~plc. Ihat it 
would be easier to say the word "with" with a pcpperniinl on top of my tongue rather lhan in front of nly 
lulyac. 
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(dilTcrcnti;~tcd clnd dcscrilxd) by t ~ t y  tminiltg i n  phy~ics, SO 111itt I now IIIIVC ntl 
explicit intuition o f  r~~ornentutn that is also supplemented by otller rcpresentrtions 
such as fortnulas. The final knowledge state i n  the two cases discussed i n  this 
scctiot~ are adi l i t io~al  cxat~lples o f  explicit intuitiolls. 1lttts it t~ppcnrs hat  otlc can 
develop explicit and even precisely clescrilxd pl~ysical i~ituitions. This argucs for 
separating the meanings o f  "implicit" and "intuitive."' 

Summary. I n  summary. the data fit the hypthesis that one can have "experi- 
cnccr" ofcvciits over tiurc i n  a dynatnic iningc (tuclr ns twisting ntt objcct) wi l l~out  
the object beitig present. I n  cellaitl cases, one can focus ua, identify, atid ksc r i lm  
"pieces" or elcitmts o f  the experience in the image that were not previously 
described, implying that imagistic simulation is a mechanism by which some o f  the 
implicit knowledge i n  physical intuition schemas can be made more explicit. The 
view that intuitions can take the form o f  implicit knowledge i n  a percepmal motor 
schema lelps explain why subjects take them l o  be "givens" that are not in  need o f  
further explanation or justification. They are something the subject just "knows 
how" to do that requires no justification. 

Knowledge as a Flow Over Time 

Different Uses of the Term "Sknulation" 
de Kleer and Brown (1983) have used the terms "simulation" and "envisioning" 
to describe processes that lead to qualitative predictions about the behavior of a 
system, usually via chains o f  causal inferences. A rule o f  the form "A causes B"  or 
"an increase in A causes an increase (decrease) i n  B," for example, constitutes an . 
element o f  knowledge i n  their approach. These elements are o f  the same form as 

' 

many o f  the intuidve expectations discussed in this chapter (such as the idea that a 
weight w i l l  bend a rod i n  a certain direction, o r  that making a rod longer wi l l  cause 
i t  to turn more under the same twisting effort). de Kleer and Brown focus on how 
rules for L e  behavior o f  a whole system can be derived from a collection of such 

This difCurnriafion of the Lcnns "implicit" uwl "intuitive" is also aidcd by contrasting the 
intuitive knowledge of the expert with two other major types of knowkdge identifud by W e y  (1978). 
Clenunt (1983). and Larkin (1983). namely wica(iTc d l s  and mathematically described priocipks. 
They describe at kast thm typcs of knowkdge rcpresedrtionr used in physiu: a practical (or naive) 
representation suflicient for 8 subject lo draw or describe a pmbkm situation in everyday. nonrientifii 
terms (which may draw on intuitions); r scientific (or physical madcl) representation such as a vector 
diagram of forces; and mathematical principles such as Newton's laws of motion. Intuitions pmumably 
play a proinincat role 8l kasl in Ihc firs( type d representation. For an exper(. pumably the physical 
IIUNJCIS and malhenmtical principles should all k explicit m i d  p i s e .  For a novice, however. chey nuy 
be in~prccise or unstable. Thc kvels of in@icit and explicit knowkdge given on pp. 227-229 ~ r c  

probably most useful though as a &scription of different types of intuitive knowledge. ll~us, implicit 
does nmn the same as inluilive in this conlexl. Rather. "degree of implicitness" i s  a desuiptor rl a 
finer k v c l  of detail that can bc applied to examples of intuitive knowledgc; some iniui~ivc knowledge is 
implicit, whik other intuitive knowledgc m y  be explicit. 
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knowledge elements. A list of these knowledge elements is uscd to tlerive new 
inferences in an information-processing model of causal rea~oning.~ The knowl- 
edge elements are treated as passive data structures in the computer model. 

Passive strings of symbols. ~bwever, it is rather easy to take the computer 
metaphor too seriously in such a perspective and to assume that each such knowl- 
edge element or expectation in working memory is like a passive string of sytnbols 
stored somewhere in the head. While reasoning and learning are thought of as active 
processes, knowledge is thought of as static and passive "data" elements composed 
of strings or networks of symbols. Presumably Le  implicit, underlying metaphor 
for knowledge in these approaches is the printed word. While it is true that not all 
features of a model need to be taken as literal candidates for features of the real 
system to be explained, nevertheless very few authors disavow static symbols as 
positive and central features of these models. It is still all too easy using their point 
of view to disregard the possibility of a much richer and more dynamic representa- 
tion as an alternative basis for knowledge. 

, Simulation of single actions. de Kleer and Brown speak of "running" a 
simulation to refer to the ptocess of making inferences from collections of causal 
knowledge elements. However, in this chapter 1 have used the term to describe a 
more fundamental process, the process of ~ n n i n g  through the action and movement 
involved in a single causal knowledge element. (Where one needs separate terms for 
these two senses one could use "elemental (or knowledge) sitnulations" and 
"compound (or reasoning) simulations.") Thus while de Kleer and Brown model 
reasoning involving many causal knowledge elements as a dynatnic process, I wish 
to go further and also model each knowledge element as a dynamic process. 1 have 
already discussed the case of S5 who invests a large amount of lime and effort 
attempling to determine the single causal relationship between stretching and the 
direction of twisting deformation in the spring wire. This example shows that 
establishing a single knowledge element of the form "A causes B" can require a 
substantial effort, .and that imagistic simulation can play a major role in such an 
effort. Observations of this kind have motivated the topic of this chapter-the 
nature of these single knowledge elements as opposed to rules for combining them. 

The Hnowledge Experienced in Imagistic Simulations Is Not Static 
A more dynamic view of knowledge structures can be derived from evidence that 
subjects are thinking about experiencing an event over time in order to produce a 
prediction for a single causal relationship. That is, they " ~ n  through" the event 
mentally in real time (or some speeded up or slowed down version of real time). For 
example, S2 says (referring to the two dimensional zigzag spring analogy in Figure 
9.7): 

Brown and his Fdlugues have menfly made an alkmpl to go beyond this view thcmstlves by 
inlroducing ideas from Vy-kian linguistics and anthropology (Brown, Collins, & Duguid. 1988). 
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2.1 S2: Ant1 wltcn we (lo this wltal bc1111.s . . . Is thc kntlril~lc Iinrs . . . nntl  1Im1 wcir~lcl 
hcliavc like a spring. I can itnagine thnt it would: I can kincsllic~ically pull on it 
and it wotlld stretch, and you let it go nnd it bounces op and down (wnves hand 
up and clown, palm down, Ilngcrs cxtcnclecl). If clocs nll tl~c things. 

In cases like these the subjcct 

1. makes an imagery report 
2. makes a prediction 
3. indicates the use of an extended-in-time process cithcr vcrbally or via Imd 

motions. 

S2's imagistic sitnulalion of the twisting rod (see Figure 9.3) also has these 
features. The subjects' reports of experiencing the effects of actions occrtrring over 
time provide a real motive for using the term "simulation." They suggest that the 
subjects are somehow mentally simulating some aspects of the rich flow of percep- 
tions and/or motor actions over lime that would exist if they were actually viewing 
andfor causing such events. This is a different meaning than a symbol manipulation 
procedure that steps its way through a series of inference rules operating on a set of 
wordlike tokens, where the inference that "a longer rod twists more" could be seen 
as the result of a single discrete stcp not extending continuously over time. 

Further examples of dynatnic simulation were provided by S5 in lines 22 to 73 on 
pages 217-219. Statements such as line 73 indicate that he experiences key ele- 
ments of knowledge as events over time in dynamic imagery which lead lo an 
expectation. 

Summay. These findings relate to the common focus on abstract principles in 
expert knowledge discussed in the introduction. The examples presented provide 
evidence that expert thinking can be concrete rather than abstract. In addition, it 
seems unwise to take it as a given that causal knowledge elements in working 
memory are simply static language-like symbols. It appears that altemative Iiypoth- 
eses should include the possibility that pati of one's knowledge in working memory 
is based in a dynatnic flow of imagined perceptions andlor actions." This would 
mean that the intuitive knowledge developed in an imagistic simulation does not just 
consist of an end state of static tokens, but is a process or activity that fakes time to 
experience and to have significance (in the colloquial sense, to be meaningful) for 
the subject." 

11 This interpretation is also compatible with the classic observation of Shepard and Cooper (1982) 
that subjects take longer to imagine large rotations of a B g m  than small rotations and with data on 
"representational momentum" (Freyd & Anke, 1984). 

12 Although the lqks  me well heynnd the scope of this chapter, another strength of the prernt  view 
is its potential for providing a more adequate view of meaning a d  consciousnear than the view of 
knowledge as passive data stnrctures. When a perceptual motor schema is aclivatcd and interacting with 
events in the world. this interaction can be seen as a primitive and primary locus of conscious experience 
and meaning. In this view, a closely related but less direct locus or meaning occun whm the schema is 
activated and interacting with internal images. 
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Evidence for Importance of Physical Intuition 
and Imagistic Simulation 
Sources of evidence that physical intuition and imagistic simulation played an 
important role in the solutions can be listed as follows: 

1. Intuitions in simulations played a role in raising co~t/iderrct. First, we have 
already seen that subjects can make confident predictions from simulations 
involving physical intuitions, sometimes approaching 100%. Even when this is 
not the case an intuition may improve the subject's confidence by a certain 
amount. This is a valuable contribution since, in any hard problem, tlte subjects 
are almost never 100% sure of their results. 

2. Subjects value simulations involving intuitions. Subjects referred lo simulations 
involving intuitions as a purposeful part of their solution. For example, S5 says 

. "I want to imagine that . . . l'm trying to decide how it's gonna twist . . ." 
(line 41). Here the subject indicates his intention to perform a simulation in 
order to arrive at a conclusion. This argues that the simuladon is not simply an 

. epiphenomena1 side effect of some more formal process, but is rather a useful 
. process on its own with a potential payoff that the subject recognizes. 

3. Simulations using intuitions are involved in more than the initial step in 
problem solving. Two findings from this study argue that this view is too 
limited: (a) physical intuitions in simulations were central to the primary 
method used for solutions here, and (b) they led to an increase in the subject's 
understanding in some cases, not just to the correct answer. 
a. Physical intuitions were the primary source of knowledge in the solutions. 

In most of the cases discussed in this chapter, high confidence levels were 
reached without the use of formal physics or madnmatics. All of these 
subjects indicated that assumptions underpinning their final solution were 
based on physical intuitions. 

b. Physical intuitions used in simulations led to an increase in wtderstanding. 
Quotations such as Einstein's cited at the beginning of this chapter lead one 
to suspect that physical intuition can play an important role in a scientist's 
understanding of a physical system, aot just a role in generating the answer 
to a particular pmblem. Specifying a theory of "understanding" and 
detecting changes in it are ambitious tasks beyond the scope of this 
chapter, but here I wish to at least suggest the possibility that physical 
intuition can contribute to an understanding that goes beyond merely 
obtaining a correct prediction. There is an interesting example of S2 
reporting a change in his understanding based in part on his physical 
intuition about twisting long and short horizontal rods. At that point, he 
was considering bending and twisting effects in a model of the spring 
involving square coils. After running through some simulalions involving 
the twisting rod, he says: 

144 S: And my confidence is now 99% . . . I now reel pretty good ahout my 
understanding about the way a spring works, although I realize at the same time 

I could bc qrrilc wrong. Still, llrcre seems lo bc soniell~ing lo this torsion 
business; 1 kc1 a lot better about It. 

178 S: Dcforc tliis tcwsion insiph, wy cnnfitlenrc In 111c nnswcr wns 95W, hut 11iy 

co~~ficlcticc in nty unclerstnnclit~g of the sltunlion was wny wny clown. rerr). I felt 
h i t  I (lid not really undcrstmd whnt was happening: now niy conndcncc in ~lic 
nnswcr Is ncnr 100% and nay confidcnce is nly undctstnnding Is l ikc 80%. 

Ilere he separates estimates of confidence in his an.wer from confidence in his 
rtrrderstatrdirtg of the system. His new view of the spring ltns increased his own 
perceived level of understanding. This view includes the ietuition that longcr 
twisting elen~ents will twist more than shorter ones as an anchoring assumption. 
Presumably the appeal of such an anchoring intuition is not only that it gives ane an 
answer to the problem, but that it adds satisfaction and conviclion lo an explanation. 
Iltus in this case one finds that a method used to attain self-evaluated understanding 
with conviction for such a system is to relate it lo a concrete, physical intuition 
schema. The subject's perceived increase in his own understanding can be ex- 
plained by the following hypothesis: Many of the desirable properties of his 
physical intuition knowledge about twisting rods-its dynamic character and im- 
agability or "tunability," high certainty, generality, flexibility, and experiential 
meaningfulness-are inherited by his new square-coil model of the spring. If this 
view is correct, it means that grounding in physical intuition is an extremely 
important asset for a scientific model. 

In summary, for all of these reasons, it appears that physical intuition and 
imagistic simulation played an important and sometimes central role in the thinking 
of these expert subjects. 

Effortful simulation argues for knowledge being implicit. Why did subjects 
bother to run through effortful imagistic simulations? The fact that they did so, and 
that the knowledge experienced in simulalions appears to be analogue and dynamic 
rather than based in static sytnbols, supports the hypothesis tliat in some cases the 
simulations allowed them to uncover implicit (undescribed or perhaps even uncon- 
scious) knowledge. For if it were explicitly described, then why announce the 
intention to form an image of the situation and make the effort to run through a 
simulation of it? Why not just report it? Thus the fact tliat simulations were 
considered to be effortful is also an argument for the involvement of implicit 
knowledge. 

S m a r y  of an Initial Framework for Modeling Physical Intuition 
and lmagistlc Simulation 
One of the goals of this chapter was to constmct a plausible initial framework that 
proposes basic relationships between physical intuitions, perceptual motor schemas, 
visual imagery, kinesthetic imagery, and sintnlalions. At this point 1 can attempt to 
summarize the niodel that has been developed to account for the elemental simula- 
tions documented here. As illustrated in Figure 9.4, the model proposes that a 
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schema and imagery can work together to produce imagistic simulations. Physical 
intuitions are hypothesized to be individual expectations in the schema. 

The "~nning" of an elemental imagistic sirnulation involves a pennanent 
schema (such as a perceptual motor schema for twisting). When acting on real 
objects in the world in its normal, nonimaging role, such a schema controls 
perceptual tracking a d o r  motor coordination processes over a period of tirne. 
As such. at least at the level of organization being discussed, parts of the 
schema in working memory are analogue and depictive in character, rather than 
being a propositional and descriptive set of static symbols. 
'I'he schema can have expectations that "set up" a readiness to perceive certain 
expected events in a top-down manner. 
Some of these expectations are implicit (depictive and undescribed or in some 
cases possibly unconscious). 
In addition to real situations, the schema can assimilate an image of a situation. 
It is possible for the expectations to operate in the absence of the real situation 
and "drive" the temporary dynamic imagery representing an event. 
The subject can focus on certain new features in the resulting image. 
The subject can then describe these verbally. in this manner, implicit knowl- 
edge in a schema can become explicitly described knowledge. 

This separation of a schema activated from permanent memory and an image in 
temporary memory (generated by a toflown and/or bottom-up process) allows us 
to separate what is old, familiar, permanent, and more general (the schema) from 
what can be new, novel, temporary, and more specific (the image of particular 
objects and movements) in an elemental simulation. (In a more complex simulation 
several scllemas might interact with the same image.) 

In this model new knowledge can be learned in a way that does not depend on 
inferences from chaitu of workike symbols, for example: 

I .  The subject can apply an existing intuition schema to an image of a new 
situation, and the schema can assimilate and adjust its expectations about an 
event via tuning mechanisms. The subject then reports the anticipated result of 
npplying tllc schema in the new situation. 

2. lmplicit knowledge in an existing intuition schema can be tapped as previously 
undescribed expectations in the schema generate images that can be assimilated 
by other schen~as and described, thereby being converted to explicit knowl- 
edge. Here it does not matter whether the situation being considered is familiar 
or ncw, tl~c p h t  is that tlic subject can bring a new cpnstion to the situation so 
that an aspect of "running" the schema that has no( been described before is 
attended to and articulated. 

Umltatlons on the generality of the findings. Assuming that the findings in 
this chnpter have some validity, how general are Ley? The useful generality of 
findings from a case study is of a different type than that of a statistical study. Case 

studies are most valuable in underdeveloped areas of science whcre concepts n ~ r l  
niodels are primitive and the primary need is Tor the Cornlation of viable hypothe- 
sized models that ore grounded in (suggested by and constrained by) a body of 
detailed observations. Rather than extending the results of a narrowly defined 
experi~nenliil scttit~g to a population, the findings are gcncral to ll~c extent lllnl the 
new en~pirical and theoretical concepts and n~orlels developed cnn be adnptctl and 
applied f~itfully by the reader lo other cases involving sornelinies rather different 
settings and samples. Thus their generality derives from giving the reader new 
conceptual tools lo think with in other situations. 

My first cornn~ent on the generality of these findings is that the morlels of 
physical intuition and imagistic simulation developed here were derived from cases 
of a particular type. The type can be located on a spectrum of uses of iniagery in 
tl~inking-a spectrum that runs from simple lo complex uses: from simple spatial 
inferences on static images generated from memory, to combinations thereof, to 
elemental dynamic simulations, to complex sin~ulations of the bchavior of a novel 
system in Gedanken experiments. Again, studies in the past have tended to treat 
complex simulations as a chain of elemental simulations without n~odeling the 
process of an elen~ental simulation. The present study has concentrated this last goal 
and is therefore situated midway along this spectrum. Thus the study may help lo 
provide a foundation for understanding mental simulation and the processes under- 
lying Gedanken experiments. 

Second, most examples discussed in t11is chapter were explained in terms of 
action-oriented perceptual motor schemas. However, it was argued that the basic 
frarnework developed for understanding intuitions and imagistic simulations may 
also be valid for scliemas that are less action oriented. 

Third, the discussions of implicit knowledge in this chapter were restrictcd to 
examples of implicit expectations in perceptual motor schemas. Other types might 
include implicit knowledge of spatial constraints on the relative position and 
movement of objects. The degree to which these types of implicit knowledge might 
be sintilar or different is an open question for future research. An analysis of how 
the different roles played by implicit knowledge (and imagery) can be used in 
combination may help to explain the effectiveness of complex simulations. In fact 
the most plausible explanation for the zig-zag spring case discussed earlier would 
seem to require a con~bination of elemental simulations and spatial inferences from 
cotnbining the movements in space pmduced by individual simulations. 

In conclusion, this chapter has presented some initial evidence that (a) experts 
use elemental physical intuitions; (b) intuitions can play an important role in 
problem solutions; (c) intuitions can play more than simply a "start-up" role in a 
problem solution-in particular they can play the role of grounding assumptions 
that underpin explanations constituting the subject's central understanding of a 
system; (d) their use often involves dynamic imagery in an imagistic simulation, 
and (e) i~iiagistic sitnulation can be used to make implicit knowledge more explicit 
in a physical intuition. In this model new knowledge cnn be derived from an 
imagistic simulation that does not depend on inferences from chains of wordlike 
symbols. 
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There is evidence that students also use physical intuitions. l'lte literature on 
misconceptions in science provides many exantples, and there is also evidence for 
useful intuitive preconceptions (Clement, 1979, 1993; Driver, 1973; Clement, 

Brown, & Zietsman, 1989). Although the separation between experts and naive 

subjects is large, the fact that experts use physical intuitions niakes i t  less sharp. 
How subjects select and refine useful physical intuitions and how they coordinate 

them wi th  other types of knowledge are important topics for further research." 
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